
Equalize the  
eCommerce 
playing field

No matter the budget, get actionable insights to improve all your growth levers 
on Amazon and reverse-engineer what competitors are doing to win.

Availability Paid & organic 
search

Content Pricing & 
promotions

3P / Buy Box Ratings & 
reviews

Market share

Profitero Pro delivers the same powerful market 
intelligence used by enterprise brands like L’Oréal 
and General Mills, but with simplified features and 
standardized category estimates that make them simpler 
and more affordable for small eCommerce teams. 

Down to the item-level, monitor how your daily sales 
are tracking against 1P and 3P category competitors to  
ensure your campaigns and investments are truly moving 
the needle. Our new standardized market share categories 
make it affordable and easy for you.

Benchmark your Amazon 
growth against competitors, 
not in a vacuum



Speak with your sales representative today 
or visit profitero.com/solutions/pro.

Ready to level up your intelligence 
and win more market share?

Automate the manual hunt and peck 
work you once had to do to keep on top 
of your daily-changing product content, 
search position, out of stocks, Buy Box and 
consumer reviews. Leverage actionable 
reports that detail the specific actions 
you need to take to grow your sales and 
increase ROI.

Simplify work and 
save time

Data is only valuable if you can act on 
it — and with a small team, that can be 
difficult. With Profitero Pro, you have the 
option of combining our insights with 
advertising, content and supply chain 
optimization services from certified Profitero 
partner agencies. Stretch your limited team 
resources and achieve fast ROI. 

Experts to help you act 
on your data

What a toy brand gained in just 10 
days by using out of stock insights to 
conquest a major competitor having 
supply issues during the holiday season.

A solution that 
pays for itself

$107k
On average, brands who use Profitero 
to optimize their advertising, content 
and supply chain strategies grow 70% 
faster than their category competitors. 

70%


